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The ultimate health program for those who want to live much longer, healthier lives. Live
without also minimal physical disability for seven extra years ·now so when we age. This means
a healthy heart, strong bones, and a quick mind. It means feeling great and looking young than
you do five years ago. It means making small but significant adjustments to your lifestyle that
will revolutionize your life. With dynamite father/child combo Dr. Prevent age-related mental
decline by ten percent Annually · Cooper, you?ll discover ways to: · Decrease the risk of dying
from heart disease by 33 percent, and the chance of dying from cancer by 24 percent Blast off to
a strong start to getting the life in gear with the Coopers and end strong with a healthy heart and
mind. Ken and Dr. Start Strong, Finish Solid means living the life span we all desire? Add at least
3 years to your life ·
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Complete Book for your Health I have purchased many books during the years by Dr. Cooper
from his initial book "Aerobics", the consequence of his research in fitness measurement and
maintenance for the U. The tiny bit that was fresh wasn't very helpful since a lot of other sources
covered this information much .S. He devised his "Cooper Point System" for fitness. I followed it
as a cadet and resumed deploying it when I decided I had a need to lose weight. 85lbs in 8
months, and I credit the original book.. To be clear, it isn't a weight loss book.. But the roads to
fitness and weight-loss and administration run in parallel.A great read and even more elaborate
presentation of his original work and subsequent research. Excellent guide to health Cooper has
moved on from merely promoting jogging, to a more rounded approach. Not many people
realise how significant resistance exercise is definitely, and fewer how essential healthy eating
is to a good life. I didn't find almost nothing new in this version. He's the "Dad of Aerobics", but
his true legacy will be the contribution he's making now for another generation of Americans -
our kids - who are plagued with epidemic degrees of obesity and connected poor fitness and
well-being. Five Stars Great reserve. Cooper has made and continues to create an incredible
contribution to the collective body of intelligence on health insurance and aging. It's simply too
bad so many adults choose to disregard his scientifically tested prescription for longevity and
wellness.Overall, the publication lives up to its title and provides an excellent prescription for
wellness. For the very first time since data have already been kept on the topic, the projection
on longevity is usually that it will actually decline - and decline significantly - in the U. armed
service. in the next era unless the pattern in childhood obesity is usually reversed. Thank God
Dr. Surprising how little they appear to have learned within the last two decades.S. Cosmetic
surgeon General in 2006 and began, instead, to spotlight the problem at the condition level in
Texas where some progress can actually be made. For this book, all you need to know about
living longer will there be. The thing it cannot teach you is the discipline to actually live the
program. No reserve can do that.Martin A Worthy Read, Indeed Dr. Arrived on time as well.The
recipe for a healthy life I became acquainted with Dr. Cooper the "Father of Aerobics".. It's an
exercise book. Since my latest book was a couple of decades previous I thought an upgrade was
appropriate..that one provides some good information for just one who requires a good way to
obtain information from a Doctor who knows what he's talking about and not simply interested
in offering his "new found" miracle stuff. Four Stars It's helpful Five Stars good SATISFIED.
WRAPPING IN GOOD CONDITION WOULD L?KE TO NOTE THAT I RECE?VED EARL?ER THAN F?RST
ANNOUNCED.SATISFIED. WRAPPING IN GOOD CONDITION. . THANK YOU Getting older Didn't
realize weight training was so important once we get older..S.I discovered this book most of the
way through my weight-loss effort an immediately shared it with close friends who have been
interested. Always challenging to visit the gym but this motivated me to get up and go. I am
using aerobic books by doctor Cooper since college in 1970..I enjoyed the book, despite the fact
that I thought the section on level of resistance exercise needed more work. The little bit that
was brand-new wasn't very useful since a lot of other resources covered this information much
better. Cooper turned down the invitation to become the U.
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